Methods of improving spatial resolution for IR spectroscopy in atmospheric-pressure plasma systems.
High-temperature, atmospheric pressure plasma systems operated in molecular gases present complex diagnostic challenges. Infrared spectroscopy has been used to make measurements of the absorbance spectrum of complex molecular gas mixtures and thereby calculate the concentrations and species temperatures in these systems. For atmospheric-pressure systems, high spatial gradients arise and high spatial-resolution measurements are thus desirable. Some systems have achieved increased spatial resolution by reducing the beam diameter. However, this increase in spatial resolution comes at the expense of the optical throughput. Here we propose modifying a commercial Fourier Transform, Infrared spectrometer system with a set of simple optical elements. This design allows for scannable, high spatial resolution absorbance spectrum measurements of a complex molecular gas mix. We analyze the signal-to-noise ratio for this design and compare it with the diameter reduction method. For sufficiently low plasma radiation levels, this design improves the signal-to-noise ratio relative to reducing the beam diameter size while transmitting nearly all of the beam power. However, whether this design can achieve the desired sub-mm spatial resolution depends on the radiating area of the infrared light source in the spectrometer.